
5 FREQUENT questions
about our floral decor

I don’t mind using silk flowers - especially where guests can’t feel 
and touch the flowers - if that helps save on costs and not 

compromise my design. Is that possible?
Trying to match colors in various parts of the design between silk and 

fresh floral can throw off the look of the design, so we only use fresh flowers.
Keeping the consistency of using fresh flowers throughout the room will

keep the colors and textures cohesive. The bonus is that they produce soft,
lush, and detailed arrangements which reflect the feel of our brand.

Is the pricing reflective of the kind of flowers selected? 
I’d be open to using less expensive flowers.

Our brand’s floral designs have a very specific feel. We use a certain 
quantity, variety, and texture of flowers in our arrangements. Our different 

styles range from using mostly floral, mostly foliage, or a mixture 
of the two. Selecting a design style that suits your desired budget may 

help you achieve the savings you’re looking for.

How will I know which flowers you will use in my arrangements?
We use a large variety of florals, for example: Hydrangeas, Garden Roses, 
Roses, Spray Roses, Orchids, Lisianthus, Stock, Larkspur, and various types 
of Foliage. If there is a specific flower you want us to incorporate, just ask! 

We’ll do our best to make it happen.

Can we make the arrangements smaller to help with cost?
Our flowers are arranged in proportion to the size of the structure 

we are placing them on. This ensures that both the structure and the 
flowers create an equal impact, allowing the guests to fully experience all 

the details. For this reason, we can either (a) work with you to explore 
different options within your budget range or (b) explore a different design 

style that offers more greenery.
 

I love symmetry, and I want to ensure all my arrangements 
are consistent.  How do you achieve that?

So do we, so you’re in the right place!  We have an in-house floral team 
with over 25 years of experience. Our team of people excel at different 

areas of the production process: Floral Designers, a Floral Production 
Manager, Administrative Assistants, Floral Buyers, and Event Designers. 
The room we use to arrange our flowers is set up to allow our designers 
to view the flowers from all angles. We design our flowers on the actual 

structures used in our decor, and ensure our floral arrangements 
are symmetrical to each other.
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